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The Tangled Web of Password Reuse  

Anupam Das∗ , Joseph Bonneau† , Matthew Caesar∗ , Nikita Borisov∗ and XiaoFeng Wang‡ 

 

Research problem 

Text passwords are the most common mechanism for authenticating human users and are the foundation of security 

policy for a broad spectrum of online services (financial transactions, health records, personal communications etc.). 

Unfortunately, the number of passwords a user must remember continues to increase, with the typical Internet user 

estimated to have 25 distinct online accounts (2012). Because of this, users often reuse passwords across accounts on 

different online services. Password reuse introduces a security vulnerability as an attacker who is able to compromise 

one service, can compromise other services protected by the same password, reducing overall security to that of the 

weakest site. Beyond attacks exploiting exact password reuse, it is an open question if an attacker can use knowledge 

of a user’s password at one site to more easily guess a different password chosen by the same user at another site. 

In this paper, the authors study the cross-site password security problem. To study this problem, they first conducted an 

analysis of real-world user behaviour, including a measurement study of real leaked passwords combined with a user 

survey. They leveraged the results of this study to evaluate strategies that attackers can use to infer passwords used at 

other sites, and they developed a cross-site password guessing algorithm. 

Key contributions 

• Empirical estimate of the rate of direct password reuse for accounts controlled by the same user at different 

websites, 43%, based on the largest data set yet collected for this purpose. 

• Extensive analysis of the similarity of non-identical passwords from the same users across different online 

accounts. This sheds light on how users modify their password for reuse across different sites, as well as the 

specific transformation patterns users use when faced with various password composition policies. 

• Conducted a survey to understand users’ behaviour in password construction across different online accounts. 

This survey sheds light on how people use transformation rules to modify their existing passwords for different 

online accounts. 

• Developed a cross-site guessing algorithm which uses a leaked password at one site to produce guesses for 

passwords potentially used by the same user at other sites and evaluated the feasibility of our guessing algorithm 

under both offline and online attack scenarios. 

Measurement Study 

The authors conducted a measurement study to understand how often users reuse passwords across sites and the 

specific approaches they use to vary their password at different sites (e.g., to work around different composition 

policies).  

 

• Collection of Data Set:  

o Collected publicly available leaked password datasets with both identifiers (email address and 

password) from online sources in order to analyse the collected dataset and correlate user passwords 

across Internet sites. 

• Password Composition Policies at Different Sites 

o Randomly selected a set of popular sites from different categories and examined their composition 

policies (Table III summarizes the results). 

o Most of the non-financial web sites have similar password composition policies, which could possibly 

encourage users to use identical or similar passwords across different accounts. 

• Password Similarity 

o Analysed the collected password data set to measure the similarity between different passwords used 

by a given user with the use of string similarity metrics and ended up with the following conclusions: 

▪ Different users use significantly different passwords by almost any measure within the same 

website or different websites (Figure 1(a) and 1(b)). 

▪ Almost 40% of the passwords chosen by a given user across different websites have similarity 

score in the range of [0.9, 1.0] (Figure 2(a)). 



▪ Almost 30% of the nonidentical (omitted the identical passwords from the dataset) passwords 

have similarity scores in the range of [0.8, 1.0] (Figure 2(b)). 

▪ Upon further analysis they found that 43% of the users used identical passwords and 19% used 

passwords that were substrings of one another. In these cases, simple insertion or deletion 

operations are sufficient to transform one password into another. The fraction of these 

insertion/deletion operations were taking place at the beginning (10%) or end (88%) or at both 

ends (2%) of a string with the average length of each insertion/deletion to be about 2-3 

characters. Furthermore, they also looked at what unigram, bigram and trigram character 

sequences occur more frequently than others and the results are shown in Appendix B. 

Survey  

To gain insight into users’ behaviour and thought processes when creating passwords for different websites, the authors 

conducted an anonymous survey asking the participants questions about the passwords that they would use for different 

scenarios.  

Questions asked and the dominant answers: (Further information about the questions and participants’ answers can be 

found in Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 14) 

• How do you choose your password for a new email account? 

o 77% of participants would modify or reuse existing passwords 

• What transformation rules do you use?  

o Adding digits/symbols at the front or end 

• Why do you modify existing passwords?  

o To fulfill password constraints enforced by the different websites 

• Where do you usually place  

o Symbols?  

▪ Either at the end or middle of the password string 

o Digits?  

▪ At the end 

o Uppercase letters? 

▪ At the beginning 

• How are the digits in your password related to you? 

o Random numbers that they could remember 

• How many different passwords do you maintain? 

o Most of the participants (65%) maintain less than five different types of passwords 

• How do you remember your passwords?  

o A majority (61%) of the participants memorized their passwords 

 

The results of the measurements and survey lead naturally to the question: can an attacker, equipped with 

knowledge of how users typically modify passwords across sites, more easily guess user passwords? 

 

Guessing Algorithm 

The authors leverage the results from the previous studies to construct a cross-site password guessing algorithm, that 

given one leaked password, it tries to guess passwords that the same user might use for their other online accounts.  

The guessing algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 and its operation consists of eight phases executed in the order given 

below. In each phase we apply a transformation rule and then check if we have guessed the desired target password. We 

revert back to the original password after each step.  

The algorithm uses the most prominent transformation rules identified from the measurement study and the survey. 

Those transformation rules are listed below: 

1. Character sequence 

Look for known pattern sequences, such as adjacent keys on the keyboard, alphabetical ordering patterns, and 



sequential alternate key (e.g., holding down “alternate keys” such as Shift or Control while typing a sequence) 

inside the input password. 

2. Deletions 

Iteratively delete characters belonging to the following set {Digit, Symbol, Uppercase letter, Lowercase letter}. 

People usually add characters belonging to these different categories to fulfill different password composition 

policies. Sequentially deleting characters from the front of the string, then the back, then combinations of both. 

3. Insertions 

Inserting numbers or symbols at the front or end was the most popular choice. We first attempt inserting numbers 

and symbols at the front and end. We limit ourselves to up to two insertions (insertions of length three would 

mean an exponential increase in the number of transformations). 

4. Capitalizations 

First, attempts to capitalize all letters in the password at once. If the target password is not obtained, it then tries 

capitalizing the letters from the front of the string, then the back, and then combinations of both.  

5. Reversals 

Simply reverses the input password 

6. Leet-speak 

Try the popular leet transforms (o ↔ 0, a ↔ @, s ↔ $, i ↔ 1, e ↔ 3, t ↔ 7) and then try all other possible leet 

transforms 

7. Substring movement 

Splits the input password into substrings where the delimiting character belongs to the set {Digit, Symbol, 

Uppercase letter} and sequentially try all possible permutations of the substrings.  

8. Subword modification 

Split the input password based on common English words, capitalize the first letter of each word, rearranging 

the words in different orders 

The transformation rules are applied in the above-mentioned order to generate candidate passwords. After analysis, the 

above ordering is found to generate the least number of guesses compared to other orderings. The success rate does not 

change with the order, but the number of guesses required may vary based on the order selected. The algorithm applies 

a fixed order of transformations to the input password as opposed trying all possible transformations. This bounds the 

number of possible guesses that can be made (allowing the algorithm to be used for online attacks with limited number 

of tries).  

  



Evaluation of the Guessing Algorithm 

The performance of the guessing algorithm is evaluated in terms of the number of guesses required to crack the target 

password. The authors concentrate on evaluating the guessing algorithm only on the nonidentical passwords.  

The algorithm was compared with the following three plausible approaches: 

1. RockYou guesser 

• Tries to guess passwords based on the 32 million leaked passwords from the RockYou site. 

• Unlike RockYou Guesser, the authors build a list of possible prefix-suffix insertions using dictionaries 

and leaked RockYou passwords. 

i. If they detect English Worlds inside the leaked password and try possible insertions 

ii. If they detect that the password is a substring of another leaked password, they try possible 

insertions based on the leaked password. 

2. Edit Distance (ED) guesser 

• Tries to make edit transformations (insertions, deletions, replacements, substring movements) to turn a 

leaked password into a probable candidate password. The total number of possible transformations 

depends on the length of the password.  

• Unlike ED Guesser, the authors apply edit distance of up to depth two to reduce the number of 

transformations. 

3. John the Ripper (JTR) 

• Uses the John the Ripper toolkit in wordlist mode with word mangling rules enabled. JTR has 57 word-

mangling rules in its configuration file, along with a default password list (password.lst). 

• Unlike JTR, the authors append one of the passwords from each pair from the data set into the 

password.lst file. Next, they run JTR on the MD5 hashes of the remaining password of each pair (i.e., 

first generated MD5 hashes of the remaining passwords and then ran JTR on them). 

First, the four approaches were evaluated in terms of guessing success on nonidentical passwords. The results are shown 

in the table IX.  

The RockYou-list based guesser does not provide 

substantial benefit in guessing passwords across 

websites (therefore this approach is ignored in later 

comparisons) 

Pairs that are neither identical nor substrings are difficult to guess by all four approaches. For such password 

pairs JTR performs better as it has a large number of mangling rules to apply (but this also increases the number 

of guesses significantly). 

The ED-guesser and our approach guessed a significant portion of the password pairs that were substrings of 

one another, hence the evaluation is focused on those two approaches. 

Next, we analysed the number of guesses required by each of the two approaches to successfully guess the password. 

• Test with nonidentical password pairs: (Figure 8) 

o Our approach can guess approximately 30% of the nonidentical password pairs successfully (10% 

within 10 attempts). Compared to the ED-guesser our approach requires significantly fewer guesses 

(Fig. 8), thus making our approach suitable for online attacks where the number of guesses is limited to 

a fixed number. 

• Test with password pairs that are substring to one another: (Figure 9) 

o Our approach can guess 30% of the substring pairs within 10 attempts. If the number of retries is limited 

to 10 then we can crack almost 30% of the password pairs that are substrings of each other. We can 

crack 80% of the password pairs that are substrings of each other within 100 attempts. 

o EDguesser on the other hand requires several million attempts to crack at most 65% of the substring 

password pairs. 

• Test with password pairs that do not have a relationship between them: (Figure 9) 

o The ED-guesser cracks more passwords in this category, but the number of guesses required is 

significantly higher compared to our approach, making this approach not suitable for online attacks. 



The result of the evaluation is that our approach is considered more suitable for online attack scenarios, where rate 

limiting of password checking is common. Most of the similarity scores of the cracked password pairs lie within the 

range of [0.8, 1] and the similarity score of non-cracked password pairs lie within the range of [0.1, 0.5]. If we revisit 

figure 2(b) we see that approximately 30% of the nonidentical password pairs have a similarity score in the range of 

[0.8, 1]. 

Conclusion 

• Observed that a substantial portion, 43%, of users directly re-use passwords between sites (significant security 

vulnerability) 

• Many users introduce small modifications to their passwords across sites, and many users share the same 

procedures for introducing these modifications. These modifications are simple enough that an attacker who is 

aware of typical user behaviour can significantly improve guessing efficiency.  

• Evaluated strategies that attackers can use to infer passwords used at other sites knowing a leaked password. 

• Used those strategies to develop the first cross-site password guessing algorithm that can crack approximately 

10% of the nonidentical password pairs in less than 10 attempts and approximately 30% such pairs in less than 

100 attempts. 

• This makes a real security impact as an attacker with a leaked, nonidentical password can mount an 

online guessing attack with orders of magnitude higher success than an attacker without a leaked 

password. 

 

 

  



The Quest to Replace Passwords: A Framework for Comparative 

Evaluation of Web Authentication Schemes 

Joseph Bonneau, Cormac Herley, Paul C. van Oorschot, Frank Stajano† 

 

Research Problem 

Text passwords is the dominant method of end-user authentication even though it is demonstrated by researchers that 

passwords are plagued by security problems and openly hated by users. The authors believe that, to make progress, the 

community must better systematize the knowledge that we have regarding both passwords and their alternatives. 

However, there are many challenges in that: biased evaluation of password replacement schemes by different 

communities due to different interests (security experts, usability experts, originators of a scheme), targeting different 

authentication problems using different criteria, some address very specific environments and narrow scenarios, others 

seek generic solutions that fit all environments at once, assuming a single choice is mandatory. As such, consensus is 

unlikely. These and other factors have contributed to a longstanding lack of progress on how best to evaluate and 

compare authentication proposals intended for practical use. 

In this paper, the authors propose a standard benchmark and framework allowing schemes to be rated across a common, 

broad spectrum of criteria chosen objectively for relevance in wide ranging scenarios. They suggested and defined 25 

properties framed as a diverse set of benefits, and a methodology for comparative evaluation. The framework is then 

demonstrated and tested by rating 35 password-replacement schemes on the same criteria, as summarized in a carefully 

constructed comparative table (Table I). 

The usability-deployability-security (“UDS”) evaluation framework  

After previous comparative surveys the authors suggested splitting the framework’s benefits list into 3 categories: 

Usability, Deployability and Security.  

The usability-deployability-security (“UDS”) evaluation framework and process may be referred to as semi-structured 

evaluation of user authentication schemes. 

Benefits 

As mentioned above the benefits are divided into three categories: Usability, Deployability and Security.  

Usability:  Ηow easy it is for a user to use this method (Easy to use). 

Deployability:  How easy is the deployment of the scheme (Set up and deliver the scheme to the users). 

Security:  Protection from harm, theft, and unauthorized use. 

Each Authentication scheme is rated as either offering, not offering, or almost offering the benefit.  

Following are the lists of benefits suggested in the paper, separated into the three categories: 

A. Usability benefits 

1. Memorywise-Effortless 

o Users do not have to remember any secrets. 

2. Scalable-for-Users 

o Using the scheme for many of accounts does not increase the burden on the user. 

3. Nothing-to-Carry  

o Users do not need to carry an additional physical object (electronic device, mechanical key, 

piece of paper) to use the scheme. 

4. Physically-Effortless  

o The authentication process does not require physical user effort beyond of pressing a button. 

5. Easy-to-Learn  

o Users can figure out and learn how to use the scheme without too much trouble. 

6. Efficient-to-Use  

o The time the user must spend for each authentication is acceptably short. 

7. Infrequent-Errors 



o Log in usually succeeds when performed correctly by the user. 

8. Easy-Recovery-from-Loss 

o The user can regain the ability to authenticate if the token is lost or the credentials forgotten. 

 

B. Deployability benefits 

1. Accessible  

o Usable by everyone, regardless of disabilities like zero-vision (blindness) or low motor control. 

2. Negligible-Cost-per-User  

o The total cost per use is plausible for startups with no per-user revenue. 

3. Server-Compatible  

o At the verifier’s end, the scheme is compatible with text-based passwords. Providers don’t have 

to change their existing authentication setup to support the scheme. 

4. Browser-Compatible  

o Users don’t have to change their client to support the scheme and no plugins needed. 

5. Mature 

o The scheme has undergone user testing or implemented and deployed on a large scale for actual 

authentication purposes beyond research. 

6. Non-Proprietary  

o Anyone can implement or use the scheme. Published openly and not protected by patents or 

trade secrets. 

 

C. Security benefits 

1. Resilient-to-Physical-Observation 

o An attacker cannot impersonate a user after observing them authenticate one or more times. 

2. Resilient-to-Targeted-Impersonation  

o Not possible to impersonate a specific user by exploiting knowledge of personal details (birth 

date, names of relatives etc.). 

3. Resilient-to-Throttled-Guessing  

o By throttling repeated requests, let’s say 10 guesses per account per day, an attacker could 

compromise at most 1% of accounts in a year. 

4. Resilient-to-Unthrottled-Guessing  

o Without throttling repeated requests, an attacker could still only reach fewer than 1% of 

accounts. 

5. Resilient-to-Internal-Observation  

o An attacker cannot impersonate a user by intercepting the user’s input from inside the user’s 

device (e.g., by keylogging malware) or eavesdropping. 

6. Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-Verifiers  

o Nothing that a verifier could possibly leak can help an attacker impersonate the user. 

7. Resilient-to-Phishing  

o Credentials collected with phishing cannot be used to impersonate the user. 

8. Resilient-to-Theft  

o If a physical object is used for authentication, the object cannot be used by another person who 

gains possession of it. 

9. No-Trusted-Third-Party  

o Does not rely on a trusted third party. 

10. Requiring-Explicit-Consent  

o The authentication process cannot be started without the explicit consent of the user (eg. RFID). 

11. Unlinkable 

o Colluding verifiers cannot determine, from the authenticator alone, whether the same user is 

authenticating to both. 

Weight of benefits: 

• Some benefits deserve more weight than others. But which ones?  

• Providing appropriate weights depends strongly on the application’s target use, the environment of use and the 

specific goal for which the schemes are being compared. 

• The authors suggested the following procedure for the rating of different schemes: 



1. First, examine and score each individual scheme on each benefit (offering, not offering, almost 

offering). 

2. Next, compare (groups of) competing schemes to identify precisely which benefits each offers over the 

other. 

3. Finally, with weights that take into account the relative importance of the benefits, determine an 

overall ranking using the following equation to calculate the rate for each scheme: 

 

𝑆𝑖 = ∑(𝑊𝑗 ∗ 𝑏𝑖,𝑗) 

𝑗

 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 

  𝑊𝑗 is the weight of the benefit j 

  𝑏𝑖,𝑗 is the benefit rating for scheme 𝑖 on benefit 𝑗 and 𝑏𝑖,𝑗 ∈  [0,  1]  

 

• For different solution environments (scenarios k), the relative importance (weights) of benefits will differ, with 

weights Wj replaced by 𝑊𝑗
(𝑘)

. 

Demonstration of the framework 

The authors demonstrated how the framework can be used by rating 35 password-replacement schemes on the same 

criteria (list of benefits proposed) and compared them with the already used text passwords scheme. Table I visually 

summarizes the rating and comparison of the schemes. (Equal weight for all benefits) 

 

As a result of the comparison happened in Table I, the authors concluded that no scheme examined is perfect – or even 

comes close to perfect. The best authentication scheme examined in terms of Deployability is the use of the traditional 

passwords and the best in terms of security is the CAP reader by offering all the benefits of the specified category, but 

no scheme achieves all usability benefits.  



Also, we concluded that not a single scheme is dominant over passwords for general use (no other scheme does better 

on one or more benefits and does at least as well on all others). Almost all schemes do better than passwords in some 

criteria, but all are worse in others. So, in order to replace the traditional passwords, we need to give up one set of 

compromises and trade-offs in exchange for another. For example, if we want better security, we must make some 

compromises in terms of usability and deployability.  

Additional Suggestions to improve the framework 

• The benefit lists can be expanded to meet the requirements of different scenarios.  

Some extended benefits can be: 

o Security 

▪ Resistance to active-man-in-the-middle, relay attacks 

▪ Continuous authentication instead of sessions (to avoid session hijacking) 

▪ …  

o Usability 

▪ How pleasant users perceive use of a scheme 

▪ Burden on the end-user in migrating from passwords 

▪ Ease of renewing credentials 

▪ Ease of use on mobile devices 

▪ …  

o Deployability 

▪ Costs of modifying browser and server infrastructure 

▪ Low cost for: Initial setup, ongoing administration, support and maintenance 

▪ …  

• Additional ratings 

o The addition of “fatal” ratings and “power” ratings 

o “fatal” ratings 

▪ The scheme should be eliminated due to poor performance on a specific benefit. 

o “power” ratings 

▪ Optionally enables a benefit for power users to run their own identity servers (not-trusted-

third-party). 

• Finer-grained scoring 

o For finer-grained evaluation, table cell scores like “partially” could also be allowed beyond the very 

coarse {no, almost, yes} quantization. 

o The use of precise rating for each benefit {0, 0.1, 0.2, … ,0.9, 1.0} 

• Combining Schemes 

o Pair two schemes that complement each other well in a two-factor arrangement in order to achieve 

good scores in all categories (usability, deployability. security) 

Conclusion 

• A carefully crafted benefits list and coherent methodology for scoring table entries can lead to high level 

conclusions. 

• The ratings are useful, but they are not a substitute for independent critical analysis or for considering aspects 

that were not rated.  

• Ratings implied by scheme authors in original publications are often not only optimistic, but also incomplete. 

• Most schemes do better than passwords on security 

o Inventors of alternatives tend to come from the security community. 

• Some schemes do better and some worse on usability 

o The community needs to work harder to improve that 

• Every scheme does worse than passwords on deployability 

o Deployability benefits are defined with reference to what passwords achieve 

• Other scheme gains are often not sufficient to overcome the significant transition costs to move from passwords. 


